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Abstract Assumptions are frequently made during
requirements analysis of a system about the trustworthiness of its various components (including human
components). These trust assumptions, whether implicit
or explicit, aﬀect the scope of the analysis, derivation of
security requirements, and in some cases how functionality is realized. This paper presents trust assumptions in
the context of analysis of security requirements. A running example shows how trust assumptions can be used
by a requirements engineer to help deﬁne and limit the
scope of analysis and to document the decisions made
during the process. The paper concludes with a case
study examining the impact of trust assumptions on
software that uses the secure electronic transaction
speciﬁcation.

1 Introduction
An important constituent of a system’s requirements is
its security requirements. Security requirements arise because stakeholders assert that some objects, be they
tangible (e.g., cash) or intangible (e.g., information and
state), have direct or indirect value. Objects valued in this
way are called assets [1], and the stakeholders naturally
wish to protect these assets from harm. For example,
tangible assets might be destroyed, stolen, or modiﬁed;
information assets might be destroyed, revealed, or
modiﬁed; and state might be modiﬁed, revealed, or disputed (this list is not exhaustive). An asset can also be
used to cause indirect harm, such as to reputation.
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Security requirements are used to restrict the number of
cases wherein these undesirable outcomes can take place,
and should be elicited and enumerated during a
requirements engineering process.
One deﬁnition of requirements engineering is that it is
‘‘concerned with the real-world goals for functions of
and constraints on software systems’’ [2]. This deﬁnition
is interesting because it ﬁrmly places requirements
engineering in the world, as opposed to in the software.
Two additional deﬁnitions extend this ﬁrst deﬁnition,
stating that requirements engineering is about systems in
the world: ‘‘requirements engineering is concerned with
the identiﬁcation of the goals to be achieved by the
envisioned system’’ [3], and ‘‘requirements deﬁnition is
the task of gathering all of the relevant information to be
used in understanding a problem situation prior to system development’’ [4]. The extension is signiﬁcant. A
system comprises not only software, but also all the diverse constituents needed for it to achieve its purpose.
For example, a computing system clearly includes the
computers, but also incorporates real-world elements
such as the people who will use, maintain, and depend
on the system; the physical and logical environment
within which the system will exist; and any systems already in place.
Extending requirements engineering from the software to include the system is very signiﬁcant to security.
When considering security, all of the elements in a system participate, and therefore production of security
requirements demands a system-level analysis [5–7]. If
the requirements engineer considers only the software,
he or she is limited to production of general goals of the
form X must not occur. Nothing can be said about how
such goals are satisﬁed, or even if they can be satisﬁed,
as the requirements engineer cannot analyze interactions
between the software and unknowns.
When operating in a systems context, the requirements engineer must determine which real-world elements are to be included in the analysis. An extreme view
is that every atom in the universe is part of every system,
and therefore the analysis must include everything made
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of atoms. As this is clearly impractical, the analyst must
deﬁne the context within which requirements analysis
takes place by selecting the domains (the aforementioned
real-world constituents) that are considered pertinent [8,
9]. In doing so, the analyst reduces the size of the context
to those domains relevant to the problem.
One factor inﬂuencing an analyst’s choice about
whether or not a domain is relevant to a system’s security, and therefore to be included in the context, is the
analyst’s set of trust assumptions [10]. Trust assumptions
are explicit or implicit choices to trust some characteristics of domains. These assumptions can have a significant impact on the security of a system. For example,
most analysts implicitly assume that the compiler is not
a security risk; it would never occur to them to include it
in the analysis. Thompson demonstrated that this
assumption is not necessarily justiﬁed by showing how a
compiler could introduce trapdoors into applications
[11]. Viega et al. [10] say in that ‘‘application providers
often assume that their code will execute in a non-hostile
environment’’, and then show how this assumption leads
to security breaches by using an example of hiding ‘secrets’ in code where the secrets are not truly hidden.
These two examples illustrate how the requirements
engineer’s implicit trust of some domains in the environment can introduce unknown amounts of risk into
the system. Viega et al. went as far as to say ‘‘without
recognizing all the entities and their trust relationships in
a software system during the requirements phase of a
project, that project is doomed from the start.’’
Although the above examples demonstrate the need
to capture and analyze trust assumptions, little work has
been done exploring how to ﬁnd, represent, and quantify
them; and then to analyze their eﬀect on the system
under discussion. The contribution of this work is a ﬁrst
step toward correcting this lack, investigating trust
assumptions within the framework of representing security requirements as constraints on a system’s functionality [7], using problem frames [9] to describe the system
context, and threat descriptions [12] to represent threats.
The remainder paper is organized as follows. Section
2 provides some background material on problem
frames. Section 3 discusses security requirements, Sect. 4
describes trust assumptions, and Sect. 5 presents some
examples. Section 6 describes a case study, Sect. 7 presents related work, and Sect. 8 concludes.

2 Problem frames
The view of requirements exempliﬁed by problem frames
[9] is that a system is intended to solve a problem in a
context of real-world physical domains, where the context
includes system design decisions. One uses problem
frames to analyze the problem in terms of the context
and the design decisions the context represents. The
context contains domains, which are physical elements
around which the system (not just the software) will be
built. The problem frames approach diﬀers from some

other approaches (e.g., KAOS [13]) that hold that a
requirements engineer should reason about a system’s
characteristics without using a physical model of the
world; under this view, a requirements engineer enumerates goals for a system under consideration and
produces a temporal logic model of the system’s desired
behavior. We will show how using the real-world system
perspective provided by problem frames assists with the
determination of security requirements.
In the problem frames universe, all computing
problems involve the interaction between domains in the
world. Domains are tangible (e.g., people, equipment,
networks) but may contain intangibles (e.g., information). Every domain has interfaces, which are deﬁned by
the phenomena visible to other domains. Descriptions of
phenomena of given (existing) domains are indicative;
the phenomena and resulting behavior can be observed.
Descriptions of phenomena of designed domains (domains to be built as part of the solution) are optative;
one hopes to observe the phenomena in the future.
One special domain is the machine; the domain that
performs the transformations to satisfy the requirement.
The interplay of phenomena between the machine and
its connected domains deﬁnes what the machine has to
work with to satisfy the requirement. The interplay of
phenomena is a speciﬁcation, describing how the
requirements are satisﬁed [14]. The diﬀerence between
speciﬁcation and requirement is important. A speciﬁcation is an expression of the behavior of phenomena
visible at the boundary of the domains, whereas a
requirement is a description of the problem to be solved.
For example, in the context of a building we might ﬁnd
the requirements ‘permit passage from one room to
another’ and ‘physically separate rooms when possible’.
Clearly the problem involves something like doors.
Equally as clearly, it does not specify that doors be used,
nor does it specify internal phenomena or behavior. It is
up to the designer (the architect in this case) to choose
the ‘door’ domain(s) for the system. One might satisfy
the requirement with a blanket, an automatic door, a
futuristic iris, or a garden maze. Each domain implementation presents diﬀerent phenomena at its boundaries (i.e., they work diﬀerently), and the resulting
system speciﬁcation must consider these diﬀerences.
However, the requirement does not change.
There are two fundamental diagram types in a
problem frames analysis, context diagrams and problem
diagrams. A context diagram shows the domains of
interest in a system, how the domains are interconnected, and optionally the phenomena on the interfaces
between domains. A problem diagram is used to describe a problem in the system; the problem is expressed
by a requirement. The problem diagram is a projection
of the context, showing only the domains or groups of
domains of interest to the particular problem. A problem
frame diagram is a kind of problem diagram that
describes the problem as one of a known set of problem
classes, showing how a given requirement is to be satisﬁed using the pattern that the problem class represents.
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We use only context diagrams and problem diagrams
in this paper. We do not (yet) make use of problem
classes. Doing so is a subject of future investigation.
Figure 1 shows a context diagram for a system that
will be used as an example in Sects. 3 and 4 of this paper.
The system is a subset of a Human Resources system
having four problems/requirements:
• Salary, personal, and beneﬁts information shall be
able to be entered, changed, and deleted by HR staﬀ.
This information is referred to as payroll information.
• Each employee shall be able to view a subset of his or
her own personal and beneﬁts information.
• Users shall have access to kiosks located at convenient
locations throughout the building and able to display
an ‘address list’ subset of personal information consisting of any employee’s name, oﬃce, and work
telephone number.
• At most 24 hours of modiﬁcations to information
shall be vulnerable to loss.
The context diagram could be broken down into four
problem diagrams, one for each requirement. In the
interest of brevity, only one of the problem diagrams,
the one for the third requirement, is discussed in this
paper. Figure 2 shows the problem diagram for this
requirement (the ‘address list’ function). Phenomena
have been intentionally omitted. Security will be discussed starting in Sect. 3.

3 Security requirements
Security requirements are often deﬁned as ‘‘restrictions
or constraints’’ placed on system services [15–17]. We
slightly restate this deﬁnition: security requirements express constraints on the behavior of a system suﬃcient to
satisfy security goals [7]. The constraints are intended to
limit undesired system behavior as much as possible
while still satisfying the system’s requirements. For
example, a goal for an ATM might be provide cash to
customers. This goal is obviously overly broad from a
security point of view. By providing constraints such as
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only if customer physically possesses an ATM card associated with the account and only if customer provides the
correct PIN (two security requirements), the circumstances under which cash is to be provided are reduced.
Security requirements are added to functional
requirements (requirements that say what the system is
to do) in order to prevent harm through misuse of assets
[7, 12]. An asset is something in the context of the system, tangible or not, that is to be protected. A threat is
the potential for abuse of an asset that will cause harm.
A vulnerability is a weakness in the system that an attack
exploits to realize a threat. Security requirements are
constraints on functional requirements, intended to reduce the scope of vulnerabilities. Thus, security
requirements stipulate the location and elimination of
vulnerabilities that an attacker can exploit to carry out
threats.
The security community has enumerated some general security goals, labeling them with the acronym CIA,
and more recently another A ([18] and other security
textbooks):
• Conﬁdentiality: Ensure that an asset is visible only to
actors authorized to see it. Conﬁdentiality is larger
than ‘prevent read access to a ﬁle’. For example, it
includes controlling visibility of a data stream on a
network, and of papers on someone’s desk.
• Integrity: Ensure that the asset is not corrupted.
Integrity is larger than ‘prevent write access to a ﬁle’,
for example including ensuring that transactions that
should not occur indeed do not, that the contents of
backup media are not changed, that incorrect entries
in a paper-based accounting system are not made, and
data streams are not modiﬁed between their endpoints.
• Availability: Ensure that the asset is readily accessible
to agents that need it. A counterexample is preventing
a company from doing business by denying it access to
something important, such as access to its computer
systems or its oﬃces.
• Authentication: Ensure that the provenance of the
asset or actor is known. A common example is the
simple login. More complicated examples include
mutual authentication (e.g., exchange of cryptography
keys), and intellectual property rights management.
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By connecting these general goals to assets, and then
postulating an action that would violate the goal, one
can construct descriptions of possible threats on assets.
These threat descriptions [12] are phrases of the form
performing action X on/to/with asset Y could cause
harm Z. Threat descriptions permit a form of assetcentered threat modeling, and are represented by a
three-element tuple: the asset, the action that will exploit the asset, and the subsequent harm. They are
generated by enumerating the assets involved in the
system, then for each asset, listing the actions that
exploit the asset to cause direct or indirect harm. For
example, one can imagine erasing (the action) the
customer records (the asset) of a company to cause loss
of revenue (the harm).
Referring to the HR example presented in Sect. 2,
some possible threat descriptions are:
• Exposing salary data could reduce employee morale,
lowering productivity.
• Changing salary data could increase salary costs,
lowering earnings.
• Exposing addresses (to headhunters) could cause loss
of employees, raising costs.
The requirements engineer examines each context
diagram in the problem (or problem diagram, if they
are available) to see if the asset mentioned in the
threat description is involved in the problem. To be
involved, the asset must be either a domain or contained in a domain, or be found in the phenomena. If
the asset is found, then the requirements engineer
must operationalize the ‘avoid’ goal represented by the
threat description to produce constraints on functionality that ensure that the asset cannot be abused in
the way the threat description requires. These constraints are security requirements [7], which, like all
requirements, must be satisﬁed by the system. They
are satisﬁed by changes and/or additions to the domains or phenomena, by changing the behavior of the
domains in the context, by requiring speciﬁc behavior
of the machine, or by adding trust assumptions
explaining why undesired behavior is believed not to
occur.
Without going into the mechanics of how the security requirements are determined (see [12] and [7]),
analysis of Fig. 2 shows that in order to maintain
conﬁdentiality and integrity of the data, a constraint
must be added—only authorized people may see the
data. To satisfy this constraint, the network needs to be
protected and the authorization of users must be veriﬁed. The former, protecting the network, is accomplished using encryption. The resulting problem
diagram is shown in Fig. 3. The security requirement
has been added to the oval, phenomena have been
added to support encryption, and the encrypted network has been made explicit. The latter, authorization
of users, is discussed in Sect. 5.
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4 Trust assumptions
We deﬁne a trust assumption as an assumption by a
requirements engineer that, in order to satisfy a security
requirement, the membership or speciﬁcation of a domain can depend on certain properties. The requirements engineer trusts the assumption to be true. These
assumed properties or assertions act as domain
restrictions; they restrict the domain in some way that
contributes to the satisfaction of the security requirement.
4.1 Purpose of trust assumptions
The requirements engineer is responsible for constructing an argument that security requirements are satisﬁed—the correctness argument described in [7], hereafter
called the satisfaction argument. We prefer the term
‘satisfaction argument’ because it implies a weaker
standard, something appropriate when working with
security. One cannot prove that a system is secure. One
is instead limited to arguing that, in the context of the
system and with information known at that point, the
system is adequately secure.
In many cases, the satisfaction argument cannot be
made without depending on domain properties that
cannot be veriﬁed with the information in hand; the
scope of the analysis must be expanded to include anything that the domain in question depends upon. The
requirements engineer has a choice, either to expand the
scope as necessary to verify the properties, which is a
recursive process, or to add a trust assumption that asserts that the properties are valid. By choosing the trust
assumption, the requirements engineer ends the recursion and explicitly limits the scope of the analysis.
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To illustrate this choice, assume the existence of a
security requirement stipulating that the computers
operate for at least 8 h in the event of a power failure (an
availability requirement). The requirements engineer can
satisfy this requirement by adding backup generators to
the system. Appropriate phenomena would be added so
that the machine can detect the power loss, control the
generators, detect going beyond 8 h, etc. In most situations, the requirements engineer can trust the manufacturer of the generators to supply equipment that does
not intentionally permit an attacker to take control of
the generators to prevent them from operating (a denial
of service attack). The analyst trusts the behavior of the
generators, and adds a trust assumption to this eﬀect. By
adding the trust assumption, the requirements engineer
does not need to include the manufacture of the generators in the analysis. The analyst uses the trust
assumption to limit the scope of the analysis.
As explained above, trust assumptions contribute to the
satisfaction of security requirements. There is not necessarily a one-to-one correspondence between a trust
assumption and the security requirements satisﬁed. Several
trust assumptions may be necessary to satisfy a security
requirement (an and decomposition), any one of several
trust assumptions may be suﬃcient to satisfy a security
requirement (an or decomposition), or some combination
of the two. In addition, one trust assumption may play a
role in satisfying multiple security requirements.
4.2 The ‘trust’ in trust assumptions
We use a variant of the deﬁnition of trust proposed by
Grandison and Sloman [19]: ‘‘[Trust] is the quantiﬁed
belief by a trustor with respect to the competence,
honesty, security and dependability of a trustee within a
speciﬁed context’’. In our case, the requirements engineer
trusts some domain to participate ‘competently and
dependably’ in the satisfaction of a security requirement
in the context of the problem.
In the Grandison and Sloman deﬁnition, the quantiﬁcation of a trust assumption represents a level of
conﬁdence that the trust assumption is valid. Said another way, it represents the risk that including the trust
assumption and thereby limiting the analysis may not be
justiﬁed. In our work, the quantiﬁcation is binary; the
trust assumption is thought to be valid, or it is not.
Taking this restriction into consideration, the variant of
the deﬁnition we are using begins with ‘‘[Trust] is the []
belief by ...’’ (the word quantiﬁed is removed).
The Thompson example in Sect. 1 ([11]) gives us an
example of a trust assumption. An analyst’s (probably
implicit) trust of the compiler vendor not to include
trapdoor generators in the compiler may be misplaced. If
the compiler has been compromised, then some number of
vulnerabilities may come into existence, such as the existence of a universal password, denial-of-service traps, or
information leaks. Successful attacks using these vulnerabilities will have some impact on the organization: i.e.,

they will cause harm. The organization must decide whether the risk presented by the vulnerabilities that might
come into existence if the trust assumption is not valid is
suﬃcient to justify the time and expense of the expansion
of the analysis required to validate the compiler.
The risk presented by a trust assumption is not the
same as the risk presented by a vulnerability. The risk
associated with a vulnerability measures the likelihood
that the vulnerability can be successfully exploited. The
risk in a trust assumption measures how likely it is that
the vulnerability exists as a consequence of the trust
assumption being invalid. As the example in the previous paragraph shows, the two measures are independent. If a compiler has been compromised to modify the
password checker of the login program (the case described by Thompson) but the login program is not used
in a system, then the risk presented by the vulnerability
is nil, regardless of the validity of a trust assumption
stating that the compiler vendor can be trusted.
An analysis and discussion of risk analysis is outside the
scope of this paper. However, where appropriate, certain
risk factors are introduced without further justiﬁcation.

4.3 Representation of trust assumptions
A trust assumption consists of the following information:
• Identiﬁcation of the dependent domain. This is the
domain being restricted by the trust assumption.
• Eﬀect of the trust assumption. The trust assumption
restricts membership of the dependent domain, phenomena on the interfaces of the dependent domain, or
some combination of the two. Note that phenomena
restrictions can be an assertion that some phenomena
will not appear on the interface, or will only occur in a
speciﬁc sequence/interchange.
• Narrative description of the restriction(s). If the trust
assumption restricts domain membership, then describe the membership of the domain before and after
application of the restriction. If the trust assumption
restricts phenomena, then describe the restriction and
its eﬀect, if any, on the valid interplay of phenomena.
When discussing the validity and eﬀect of the restrictions in this section, the analyst should take the position that the trust assumption is valid. The validity
of the trust assumption is examined below.
• Preconditions. Some trust assumptions may be valid
only if some other conditions are true. Some examples
might be the earlier application of some other trust
assumption to the dependent domain and/or the existence of domains not otherwise included in the analysis.
• Justiﬁcation for the inclusion of the trust assumption.
This is not a justiﬁcation of the restrictions, but is
instead an informal discussion of why the trust
assumption should be considered valid. If there are
risks associated with the trust assumption, they should
be listed and discussed.
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• List of security requirements (the constraints) that this
trust assumption satisﬁes partially or completely. If
the trust assumption is part of an and or an or
decomposition, its siblings should be listed.
Diagrammatically, a trust assumption is represented by
an arc from the dependent domain to an oval containing
a short summary of the properties being depended upon.

5 Examples of trust assumptions
Returning to the example begun in Sect. 3, trust
assumptions must be added to the diagram in order to
complete the picture. For example, the analysis does not
explain why the encrypted network is considered secure
or how address information is to be protected. We must
also determine whether a user is authorized to see the
information. We look at two cases: using authentication
and using the building’s physical security.
5.1 Using authentication
Authentication is a system-level problem involving
many potentially complex processes. In order to derive
requirements for authentication, the requirements engineer must understand how users are to be authenticated,
perhaps based on cost, risk, and ease-of-use factors. In
many cases, the decision is imposed by the IT organization. In other cases, the stakeholders will insist on a
particular method. Regardless of where the decision
comes from, the phenomena involved must be added to
the problem diagram.
Figure 4 presents a login and password solution,
along with some trust assumptions related to authentication and to protection of access to data. The requirements engineer is convinced by the IT organization that
the encryption system is strong, and decides that the
encrypted network connection domain does not require
further analysis. TA1.1 is added to document this decision. TA1.4 is added to document accepting that the key

system tells the data server the access level of the client
machine; the behavior of the server is constrained to refuse to supply information above the access level indicated by the keys. TA1.2 indicates that the requirements
engineer chooses to trust the systems administrators to
properly manage access credentials, constraining the
domain to contain accurate information.
Finally, the engineer assumes that employees will
keep their credentials conﬁdential (TA1.3), constraining
the ‘people’ domain to be ‘people with their own credentials’. We expand this trust assumption to include the
information listed in Sect. 4.3.
• The dependent domain: People.
• Eﬀect: The People domain is restricted to contain
individuals who are using their own credentials.
• Explanation: Before the restriction, the people domain
can contain individuals who have credentials that may
or may not have been allocated to them. After application of the restriction, the people domain can contain only individuals who have credentials allocated to
them and who are using their own credentials.
• Preconditions: This trust assumption depends on
TA1.2—that administrators will not expose one
person’s credentials to another person.
• Justiﬁcation: The employees of this company are all
stockholders who stand to beneﬁt greatly from the
success of the company, and therefore will respect the
security rules out of self interest. The employees are
also all security experts who understand at a visceral
level the reasons for keeping credentials private. For
these reasons we assume that they will not expose their
credentials, either accidentally or intentionally.
• Security requirements partially satisﬁed: Address
information shall be restricted to employees.
5.2 Example: using building security
The login/password scheme may be unacceptable to the
customer. The IT department may refuse, saying that
giving all employees authentication information would
be too costly. The stakeholders may refuse, insisting that
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Fig. 5 Address list with door
security
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requiring a login would make the system too hard to use.
An alternate solution is to make use of the fact that the
doors of the building are protected by a security guard;
the guard restricts entrance to authorized personnel. The
security manager agrees that the security guard can
stand in for authentication.
Figure 5 presents this alternate solution. Authentication is removed and trust assumption TA2.2 is added,
having the eﬀect of changing the People domain to
Employees by restricting membership to people allowed
to enter the building by the security system. The
authentication-related trust assumptions are removed. It
is up to the customer to decide if the associated risk
proﬁle is acceptable.
The details of TA2.2 are:1
• The dependent domain: Employees.
• The eﬀect: The original People domain is restricted to
contain Employees.
• Explanation: Before the restriction, the people domain
contains individuals, whether or not they can actually
enter the building. After application of the restriction,
the people domain contains only employees, the permitted occupants of the building.
• Preconditions. This trust assumption depends on the
existence and operation of a building security system.
• Justiﬁcation: The entrances to the building are protected by professional security staﬀ who verify that
people entering the building are employees. If a person
who is not an employee is permitted entrance, that
person is escorted by a member of security staﬀ while
in the building.
• Security requirements partially satisﬁed: Address
information shall be restricted to employees.

5.3 Trust assumptions as domain restrictions
The above examples support our position that trust
assumptions are domain restrictions. The clearest
1
For space reasons, we will not include any further long descriptions of the trust assumptions.
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example is the security system trust assumption (TA2.2
in Fig. 5); it restricts the membership of the People domain to people acceptable to the door guard, eﬀectively
converting the domain to employees. The other trust
assumptions play a similar role. For example, TA1.2 (IT
Admin: correct administration) trust assumption limits
the number of people having acceptable credentials.
TA2.1 and TA2.3 (IT Admin: domains are secure
and the IT Admin: encryption is strong) illustrate
restricting behavior (speciﬁcation) as opposed to
membership. In the case of TA2.3, the behavior of the
Address Info domain is restricted to supply information only at the level indicated by the key; the assertion
is that no other case exists. In the case of TA2.1, the
domain is restricted to supplying ‘in the clear’ information to holders of valid encryption keys; the assertion is that no alternate method to obtain the
information exists.

6 Case study
The secure electronic transaction (SET) speciﬁcations
[20–22] describe a set of mechanisms intended to provide
an acceptable level of security for on-line purchasing.
This case study looks at incorporating the SET speciﬁcation into software to support cardholder-side payment
authorization. There is one requirement (in the problem
frames sense): Complete the Purchase. The study considers one asset, customer account information (CAI), and
one derived security goal Purchases shall be authorized.
Several trust assumptions are derived during the analysis.
To derive the trust assumptions, we ﬁrst determine the
threat descriptions, then negate them to express the
security requirements (the constraints). Two threat
descriptions are used in this case study: exposure of CAI
could lead to ﬁnancial loss (from the goal of conﬁdentiality), and unauthorized use of cardholder credentials could
lead to ﬁnancial loss (from the goal of integrity). Appropriate security requirements (constraints) are added to the
requirements: SR1: only authorized users may know CAI
and SR2: only authorized individuals may use the cardholder credentials. The resulting trust assumptions needed
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to satisfy the security requirements will be listed in a later
section.
6.1 Secure electronic transaction overview
Secure electronic transaction describes a series of operations between players in an electronic purchase transaction using a credit card. In SET, a cardholder requests a
cryptographic certiﬁcate from a certiﬁcate authority (CA).
The CA veriﬁes that the cardholder has a credit card account with an issuer, and then supplies a certiﬁcate. The
cardholder can subsequently use the certiﬁcate to make
purchases from a merchant. The merchant uses a payment
gateway to pass the transaction to the acquirer (the merchant’s bank) for collection. The acquirer normally
operates the payment gateway. Figure 6 presents a simpliﬁed version of the SET ‘‘processing ﬂows’’ (terminology
from [20]), showing the players and the messages they
interchange. Several SET messages and ﬁelds that do not
have a direct bearing on this discussion have been omitted
from the diagram, in particular the obtaining of certiﬁcates and private keys, and the initial veriﬁcation of
cardholder information. In addition, the diagram shows
the merchant using the CAI, which although optional in
SET is the technique that the SET speciﬁcation claims will
be the most often used ([21], p 14).
6.2 Secure electronic transaction-identiﬁed security
assumptions
The SET speciﬁcations make the following security-related assumptions about the SET environment relevant
to this case study. They are relevant because they point
us at vulnerabilities considered by the writers of the SET
speciﬁcation.
• SA1: The cardholder ensures that no one else has
access to his/her private key ([20], p 16). In particular,
SET software vendors shall ‘‘ensure that the certiﬁcate
and related information is stored in a way to prevent
unauthorized access’’ ([20], p 46).
Payment Gateway
(acquirer)

• SA2: Cardholder, merchant, and payment gateway
machines are free of viruses and trojan horses, and are
not susceptible to being hacked ([20], p 11).
• SA3: Programming methods and the cryptographic
system, and in particular the random number generators, are of the highest quality ([20], p 16).
• SA4: The merchant’s system stores account information in an encrypted form, and if possible oﬀ-line or
behind a ﬁrewall ([21], p 39).

6.3 The initial problem diagram
There is only one requirement in this case study and
therefore only one problem diagram. The context we are
using does not show any analysis of the ‘shopping’
process, instead focusing on the point where a purchase
is completed. Taking the SET processing ﬂows into
consideration, a ﬁrst-cut problem diagram is shown in
Fig. 7.
Recall from Sect. 6 the two security requirements we
must satisfy: SR1, only authorized users may know CAI
and SR2: only authorized individuals may use the cardholder credentials. CAI is made visible by the CAI phenomena in the problem diagram, and the asset
cardholder credentials is stored in the machine. Our goal
is to generate a satisfaction argument that these security
requirements are satisﬁed.
By tracing the CAI through the problem diagram, we
see that it must reside in unknown form within the
Machine domain. According to the SET speciﬁcation,
the CAI must be encrypted between the machine and the
merchant. There is nothing in the problem that indicates
that the user or the merchant should be able to see the
CAI. We can say the same thing for cardholder credentials. These observations and the security assumptions SA1–SA4 lead us to make the following trust
assumptions:
• TA1-1—satisfaction of SR2: As the credentials are
stored on the machine, and as there is no apparent

5: Authorize (CAI, AMT)
6: OK AUTH

Certs: Public Key SET certificates
Issuer

10: Pay (CAI, MAI, AMT)
4: Authorize (PI, TI)

11: OK PMT

meCAI: CAI encrypted
w/merchant key

7: OK AUTH (meCAI)
9: Rqst Payment (TI, AMT)
12: OK PMT

pgCAI: CAI encr. w/ pmt gateway
key

Shop
1: Checkout (Certs)

Merchant

2:OK (Certs, TI)
3: Give (PI, pgCAI)
8: OK Purchase

Fig. 6 Simpliﬁed SET processing ﬂows

CAI: Cardholder account
information

Cardholder

MAI: Merchant account
information
TI: Transaction identifier
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way to limit who can access these credentials, SA1
forces us to assume that the domain Users in the
problem contains only individuals authorized to use
the credentials.
• TA1-2—satisfaction of SR1: The CAI and credentials
are not visible outside the machine (SA2).
• TA1-3—satisfaction of SR1: The generated symmetric
encryption keys are cryptographically secure (SA3).
• TA1-4—satisfaction of SR1 and SR2: The merchant
cannot know the cardholder’s private key, and therefore cannot access the CAI that it passes through to
the payment gateway.
The ﬁrst trust assumption (TA1-1), that the domain
Users contains only authorized individuals, is clearly
risky, making the argument that SR2 is satisﬁed very
problematic. There is no information available to justify
the claim. The analyst should change the problem to
eliminate the trust assumption and reduce the risk. A
similar statement must be made about TA1-2, because
nothing is said that allows the engineer to claim that the
storage is secure. If the information can be read without
supplying a key that is not stored on the machine, then
the existence of viruses, spyware, and other programs/
users make the trust assumption’s claim ludicrous.
Vulnerabilities to the threats still exist, and appropriate
domains and phenomena must be added to close the
vulnerabilities and satisfy the requirement.
Verifying TA1-3 is probably not necessary, assuming
that the cryptographic software comes from a company
that the requirements engineer believes has veriﬁed its
applications. If the engineer is uncomfortable with this
belief, then a domain representing the encryption software must be added to the problem, and then analyzed
appropriately.
TA1-4 serves to limit the scope of the analysis, stating
that nothing on the other side of the merchant can expose CAI to the merchant. Unfortunately, the SET
‘processing ﬂows’ diagram (step 7) shows that the payment gateway can give the CAI back to the merchant.
The trust assumption is invalid and must be removed.
Because TA1-1 was rejected, a passphrase has been
added to verify that the user is authorized. The passphrase is used to encrypt the CAI and certiﬁcate storage.
Use of the passphrase and encryption protects the CAI

against both viruses and other users of the machine.
Spyware that can capture the entry of the passphrase is
still a problem, not further discussed in this paper.
Figure 8 presents the modiﬁed problem. The context
has been expanded to include the payment gateway.
Thinking about the satisfaction argument using the
new problem diagram exposes the need for the following
trust assumptions:
• TA2-1—satisfaction of SR1 and SR2: Users will not
expose the passphrase.
• TA2-2—satisfaction of SR2: The merchant implements the SET recommendations and securely stores
the CAI. There is no practical way to bypass this
security, regardless of storage medium (operational,
backup, etc.)
• TA2-3—satisfaction of SR2: The merchant’s
employees authorized to see the CAI will not reveal it.
• TA2-4—satisfaction of SR2: The CAI never appears
in the clear on the merchant’s internal network.
• The same trust assumptions that apply to the merchant also apply to the payment gateway.
Figure 9 presents the solution along with the four trust
assumptions. To reduce the complexity of the diagram,
the phenomena and the trust assumptions applied to the
payment gateway are not shown.
The risk presented by TA2-1, that the passphrase will
remain conﬁdential, may or may not be acceptable. For
example, a French bank decided the risk was too high,
and included a smartcard reader in its implementation.
The user must both know the passphrase and insert the
appropriate smartcard into the reader. This solution
greatly reduced the risk presented by spyware.
The remaining trust assumptions are problematic.
There is no practical way for a requirements engineer to
examine every merchant and payment gateway company, so the assumptions must be accepted at face value.
The trust assumptions required to fulﬁll the security
requirement might provoke a debate about whether a
customer-side product based SET is worth constructing.
Given that the CAI can be stored on the merchant’s
machine, the diﬀerence between a SET solution and the
ubiquitous solution based on secure sockets layer (SSL)
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is not large. Using SET, it is more diﬃcult for a merchant to change an order, but a dishonest merchant
would have no problem creating new non-SET orders
charged to the customer. Dishonest merchants and
employees could sell the account information. Hackers
could steal it. There is nothing the engineer can do to
mitigate the problems exposed by these trust assumptions. The customer/stakeholders must decide whether
the risks are acceptable.

7 Related work
We are not aware of other work investigating the capture of a requirements engineer’s trust assumptions
about the domains that make up the solution to the
problem. However, several groups are looking at security requirements, some of which include incorporation
of trust between domains in the context.

7.1 The i* framework
The i* framework [23, 24] takes an ‘actor, intention,
goal’ approach where security and trust relationships
within the model are modeled as ‘‘softgoals’’: goals that
have no precise measure for satisfaction. In [25], Liu
et al. extended the framework to better support security
and privacy by modeling the attacker as a malicious
stakeholder. Countermeasures, which are themselves
goals, are added to thwart the attacker.
The Liu et al. [25] work focuses on the attacker as the
primary point of analysis. One ﬁnds vulnerabilities by
asking what an attacker might wish to gain while playing
some role, and then looking for ways that the attacker
might achieve the wish. As i* is focused on the actor, it is
diﬃcult to perform an asset+threat-centered analysis.
In addition, it could be that the attacker does not wish to
cause harm, but harm is caused. For these reason, we
consider the i* approach to be complementary to but
not equivalent to the one discussed in [7] and in this
paper.

i* can be used to demonstrate the need for certain
trust assumptions, speciﬁcally those that restrict which
agents are permitted to play particular roles, and those
that exclude an agent performing exhibiting undesired
behavior. There is, however, no convenient way to insert
these trust assumptions into the model without
expanding the scope of the analysis. For example, one of
the countermeasures proposed in [25] is ‘‘user authentication mechanism’’; this is a leaf task. The mechanisms
that support, provide, and rescind authentication credentials are not mentioned, but are clearly being trusted
by the analyst to be correct. The only way to express this
trust is to add the actors who administer authentication,
a process that is highly recursive.
The Tropos project [16, 26–30] uses the i* framework,
adding wider lifecycle coverage. The methodology focuses on connecting agent-oriented architecture and
development with i*, extending the i* model to describe
the details of the agents’ behaviors. A formal speciﬁcation language was added in [27]. Security, represented as
constraints on the interactions between two agents, was
added in [16] and [30], extending the speciﬁcation language to express these constraints and agent interaction
dependencies. Architectural styles beyond agent-orientation are also discussed in [30]. Trust and trust delegation were added in [29], along with appropriate
extensions to the speciﬁcation language.
Although Tropos has signiﬁcantly enhanced i*’s
ability to represent security constraints and dependencies, it does not extend i*’s ability to represent trust
assumptions made by the analyst about the world. The
authorization example described above also applies to
Tropos; one ﬁnds authorization constraints and subgoals in [30], but one cannot easily indicate that
administration of the authorization information is
trusted, beyond extending the goal structure to include
analysis of credential administration. One reasonable
position is that certain trust assumptions are embedded
in the deﬁnitions and conditions of the formal modeling
language (just as can be said for KAOS below), but these
assumptions would be implicit and not justiﬁed.
Other work has extended i* in related directions.
Gans et al. [31] add distrust and inter-agent communi-
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cation (‘‘speech acts’’). Actors in the system decide
dynamically to trust or to distrust each other. Yu and
Cysneiros have focused on privacy in [32], exploring how
privacy requirements ﬁt into an i* model. Both papers
are concerned with analyzing trust relations between
actors/agents in the running system, as opposed to
capturing the requirements engineer’s assumptions.
Because i* and its derivatives do not model the realworld components forming the connections between the
agents of the system as it will eventually be built, certain
classes of trust assumptions are diﬃcult to make explicit.
The best examples relate to unexpected connections
between domains, such as information passing on paper
through a mailroom, people hearing through walls, and
security of backup media. A problem frames representation can make these ‘‘properties of the world’’ explicit,
which is one reason that we have chosen to use it.
As noted above, we believe that our approach complements an i*-based analysis. In addition to being used
to determine the functional goals and requirements, the
i* approaches are useful for ﬁnding security goals and
countermeasure tasks oriented around agent interaction
(e.g., as in [25]). Trust assumptions (but not context and
problem diagrams) and satisfaction arguments could be
used to examine the countermeasure tasks for hidden
assumptions that may or may not be justiﬁed, and to
justify limiting the analysis at the points chosen.
7.2 KAOS
KAOS [13, 33], a goal-oriented requirements engineering
method, uses obstacles to analyze security and safety
[34]. An obstacle to some goal ‘‘is a condition whose
satisfaction may prevent the goal from being achieved’’
[35]. A recent addition is anti-goals, a reﬁnement of
obstacles, to discover and close vulnerabilities [35, 36].
One begins with a goal model for some system; the goal
model includes a domain model expressed using temporal logic. Security goals for objects in the domain are
enumerated using a catalog of general goals (e.g., conﬁdentiality, integrity, etc.). One inverts these goals to
express the goals of some attacker (anti-goals), and then
looks for vulnerabilities in the original domain model
that permit the anti-goals to be realized.
As in i*, there are ways in KAOS to ﬁnd and express
some kinds of trust assumptions. One could argue that
some expectations, terminal goals under the responsibility of non-software agents [35] (called assumptions in
[13]), are expressions of trust assumptions, as the analyst
is choosing to stop analysis at that point. Domain-speciﬁc axioms might also fall into the category of trust
assumptions. For example, the authorized predicate described in [35] is clearly depending on knowing if an
agent is an owner, a proxy, or a manager, but there is no
expression of how it is known or managed. In any event,
the assumptions are not explicit.
As is noted in [35], not all vulnerabilities must be
eliminated, but instead may be mitigated or ignored. The

choice varies with the context of the vulnerability—the
level of harm being risked and the probability that the
harm will occur. Using KAOS, one expresses security
goals in terms of the vulnerability to be addressed, as
opposed to the asset to be protected, losing information
explaining the provenance of the goal (the context of the
vulnerability). Goal reﬁnement further distances the
goal from its source. This distance creates diﬃculty
when considering whether the cost of satisfying a security goal in a particular context is justiﬁed by the risk
presented by the vulnerability in that context.
We believe our techniques are complementary to
KAOS. Trust assumptions can describe behavior outside
of the KAOS domain model. They can be used to limit
the depth of a goal derivation graph. Operationalized
security goals uncovered using the methods described in
[35] can be added as constraints to the problem diagrams
that represent the appropriate functional requirements,
after which they must be accounted for by the satisfaction arguments, whether through modiﬁcations to the
context or through addition of trust assumptions.
7.3 Other security and privacy work
He and Antón [37] are concentrating on privacy,
working on mechanisms to assist trusting of privacy
policies, for example on web sites. They propose a
context-based access model. Context is determined using
‘‘purpose’’ (why is information being accessed), ‘‘conditions’’ (what conditions must be satisﬁed before access
can be granted), and ‘‘obligations’’ (what actions must
be taken before access can be granted). The framework,
like i*, describes run-time properties, not the requirements engineer’s assumptions about the domains forming the solution.
Security requirements have been added to SCR [38]
and to the WinWin framework [39]. As with i* and
KAOS, one can locate some trust assumptions in both
SCR and WinWin by looking for where the analyst
stopped. The implicit decision to limit the context almost
certainly has some number of trust assumptions behind it.
Alexander is looking at detecting vulnerabilities using
misuse cases [40, 41], as are Sindre et al. [42]. McDermott
uses ‘abuse cases’ [43, 44]. These techniques all assist with
reasoning about security by postulating the existence of
an attacker who attempts to exploit the system in a way
that will cause harm. Sindre et al. [42] introduced the idea
of misuse and misactors into use cases to identify potential security ﬂaws in a system. This work concentrated on
simplicity, using the diagrams as a communications tool
and saying that ‘‘misuse diagrams must only be seen as a
support for eliciting threats’’. Alexander extended the
relations over those presented by Sindre et al., adding
mitigation and restriction. McDermott et al. concentrated
on exploring the details of an exploit, documenting the
route and expertise needed to be successful. In all cases,
an analyst’s trust assumptions are embedded in the
diagrams and not made explicit; one can argue that the
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very choices of the cases to analyze constitute trust
assumptions. Although we believe that these techniques
do not capture trust assumptions, they should be quite
useful for testing validity of the satisfaction arguments
built using trust assumptions.
Srivatanakul et al. [45] are combining use cases with
risk analysis techniques taken from safety, speciﬁcally
HAZOP. They extend the abuse case and misuse case
work discussed above ([40–44]) by adding HAZOP
‘guideword’-driven analysis of use cases to ﬁnd potential
abuses. One uses the guidewords to ﬁnd deviations for
the elements in a use case (e.g., actors, associations,
event ﬂow, pre- and post-conditions). These deviations
represent potential violations of ‘‘security properties’’ of
a system. If a security property is violated, the deviation
represents a successful attack. One locates the vulnerabilities that were exploited, then takes appropriate steps
to close or mitigate the vulnerabilities. The method, like
misuse cases, abuse cases, and abuse frames [46], takes
what might be considered a bottom-up approach; the
methods locate vulnerabilities that lead to security
requirements that, if satisﬁed, will ensure the closure the
vulnerabilities. If no vulnerabilities are found, then the
satisfaction argument has been bolstered. Although the
technique as described employs use cases, we believe that
a similar technique would work with the problem
frames-based method we have used, adding another tool
to help operationalize security goals into security
requirements.
Some of the work in the aspect-oriented requirements
engineering (AORE) community is related to identiﬁcation of security requirements. Rashid et al. propose
that ideas from aspect-oriented software development
can be used when mapping non-functional requirements
(NFRs) onto functional requirements [47, 48]. They start
by identifying the NFRs that aﬀect more than one
functional requirement, determine what the eﬀect of the
overlap is, then model the composition of the requirements. In their work, security is treated identically to
other NFRs. Their work is more general than the work
presented in this paper. It focuses on managing the
interplay and the results of composition of the requirements, not deriving requirements from the NFRs. Brito
et al. [49] propose that non-functional requirements
from an NFR catalog [15], be integrated with functional
requirements using a composition process. The composition process connects security goals with functional
requirements and permits specifying the priority of satisfaction arguments, but does not aid with the construction of these arguments. None of this work
incorporates capture of the assumptions made by a
requirements engineer when specifying a system.
7.4 Design rationale
Satisfaction arguments are clearly related to argumentation and design rationale. Our current position is that
design rationale is principally concerned with capturing

how one arrived at a decision, alternate decisions, or the
parameters that went into making the decision [50]. For
example, Buckingham Shum [51] focuses on how rationale (arguments) are visualized, especially in collaborative environments. Potts and Bruns [52], and later Burge
and Brown [53], discuss capturing how decisions were
made, which decisions were rejected or accepted, and the
reasons behind these actions. Mylopoulos et al. [54]
present a way to represent formally knowledge that was
captured in some way, without focusing on the outcome
of any decisions. Ramesh and Dhar [55] describe a system for ‘‘capturing history in the upstream part of the
life cycle.’’ Fischer et al. [56] suggest that the explicit
process of argumentation can itself feed into and beneﬁt
design. Finkelstein and Fuks [57] suggest that the
development of speciﬁcations by multiple stakeholders,
who hold disparate views, may be achieved through an
explicit dialogue that captures speech acts, such as
assertions, questions, denials, challenges, etc. The representation of the dialogue is then a rationale for the
speciﬁcations constructed.
To reiterate, our position is that the common element
in all of the above work is the capture over time of the
thoughts and reasons behind decisions. Whether the
decisions satisfy the needs is not the primary question.
We will be verifying this position in future work, looking
at how our research ﬁts in with other design rationale
work, the representation of satisfaction arguments, and
how one argues that trust assumptions are needed and
suﬃcient. (For an example, see [58].)

8 Conclusions and future work
We have provided an approach for using trust assumptions when reasoning about the satisfaction of security
requirements. The approach uses the strong distinction
between system requirements and machine speciﬁcations
found in problem frames, permitting the requirements
engineer to choose how to conform to the requirements.
The trust assumptions embedded in the solution inform
requirements engineers, better enabling them to choose
between alternate ways of satisfying the functional
requirements while ensuring that vulnerabilities are removed or not created.
A prime area of future work is how our research ﬁts
in with argumentation and design rationale. See Sect. 7.4
for more discussion.
Another future focus will be a tighter coupling of
trust assumptions and problem frames. When a larger
problem is decomposed, the domains in the resulting
problem diagrams are a projection of the context. The
projection can combine domains into single entities, or it
can split a domain into its component parts. Having
such projections raises the question ‘‘to what, exactly, is
the trust assumption connected?’’ The question is
important because trust assumptions have impacts on
the membership and phenomena of the projected
domain, and we must determine how these impacts
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aﬀect other problems that reference any part of the
projected domain. Finally, whether and how problem
classes aﬀect the derivation of trust assumptions is of
signiﬁcant interest.
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